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This event exists purely for watching a few people play with a 

ball, all the while following some simple and ancient rules.  

 

If you were an alien, you would not be able to tell the difference 

between any 2 football (soccer) matches, except the colors on the 

team’s equipment.  They bring nothing new (relevant) and nothing 

can be learned from these games by anyone, let alone the fans.

Summary:



Recently, Brazil (a tribe among other tribes) hosted an event called
“The World Cup” that many millions of humans are very interested in,
more interested than their own life game.
 
Some humans call this event ‘a football game’ (or ‘soccer’ for US
citizens).  For other alien life forms who are not familiar with this
particular human culture, it is something that around 22 humans
participate in, and millions watch.  They play 11 against 11 and chase a
ball for 90 minutes.  The goal is ‘to goal’ (to push/kick/’score’ the ball
into the opposite team’s net).
 
This entirely complicated and mind challenging game requires, it
seems, many stadiums where spectators sit and watch the ‘talented’ 22
others play



SOME OF THE SPECTATORS HAVE BINOCULARS BECAUSE THEY ARE SO

FAR AWAY FROM THE 22 PLAYERS THAT THEY CANNOT TELL WHERE

THE BALL IS OR WHICH ONE IS THEIR FAVORITE TEAM.



All in all, this event exists
purely for watching a few people
play with a ball, all the while following
some simple and ancient rules.  If you were an
alien, you would not be able to tell the difference
between any 2 football (soccer) matches, except the colors
on the team’s equipment.  They bring nothing new (relevant) and
nothing can be learned from these games by anyone, let alone the fans.
 
The entire excitement surrounding such events is not a surprise if you know a
thing or two about human behavior which, in short, is mainly a copy-paste
behavior from whatever is more prevalent in their own culture.



IF YOUR FRIENDS, FATHER, AND EVERYONE YOU

SEE ON TV ARE INTERESTED IN FOOTBALL, THEN

YOU PROBABLY WILL BE AS WELL.



The awful part of all this is that the human race spends a ton of energy and
resources for these mindless events.  Even if you don’t consider them ‘mindless’, it
is difficult to disagree with me that those resources and energy could be spent in
a better way.

BRAZIL SPENT
$14 BILLION
FOR THIS ONE
MONTH EVENT

WHILE ‘HOSTING’ 20 MILLION HOMELESS

CITIZENS OF THEIR OWN TRIBE

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2F2014_FIFA_World_Cup_preparations&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGEeN-hYRVBMR8jfF2ScWq24-LdzA
https://web.archive.org/web/20170706210811/https://www.homelessworldcup.org/homelessness-statistics/


THEY COULD HAVE PROVIDED THEIR TRIBE WITH:

100% RENEWABLE ENERGY

BUILT 3 MILLION HOUSES

BUILT 1,400 HOSPITALS
WITH A TOTAL OF 1,400,000 BEDS (3 TIMES

MORE THAN BRAZIL CURRENTLY HAS)

COULD HAVE PAID FOR SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH FOR

3 YEARS

.....AND MORE

CHOOSING ONE OF THOSE OPTIONS WOULD HAVE BEEN MUCH BETTER
FOR THEIR CITIZENS, YET THEY DIDN’T.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170611195507/https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Module-Costs-Dip-Below-50-Cents-Per-Watt-in-JinkoSolars-Strong-Q4
https://web.archive.org/web/20170614103557/http://mashable.com/2014/04/28/3d-printing-houses-china/
https://web.archive.org/web/20131002224419/http://www.forbes.com/sites/mfonobongnsehe/2013/10/02/africas-richest-man-to-build-1000-bed-hospital/
https://www.google.com/search?q=brazil+science+budget&gws_rd=ssl#q=brazil+science+budget+2015


Actually, since so many Brazilian people

are very poor, most of them cannot

even buy tickets for this event.  The

entire event, although it is paid for by

the Brazilian peoples’ money (taxes), it

is not available to most of them.

https://web.archive.org/web/20160414061112/http://www.huffingtonpost.com/isaac-saul/brazil-world-cup_b_5563974.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606212536/http://www.sportsnet.ca/soccer/world-cup-2014/2014-fifa-world-cup-brazil-cost-poverty-drugs-public-spending-money/


THIS PICTURE SAYS IT ALL



A HANDFUL OF PEOPLE ARE 
MAKING THESE DECISIONS 
IN THE NAME OF, OR FOR, 

MILLIONS OF OTHERS.  
 

HOW HUMANS COULD 
ACCEPT SUCH A SYSTEM 

IS QUITE ‘FANTASTIC’ TO ME.



LAST WEEK TONIGHT
WITH JOHN OLIVER:

FIFA AND THE
WORLD CUP (HBO) 

A HANDFUL OF PEOPLE ARE 
MAKING THESE DECISIONS 
IN THE NAME OF, OR FOR, 

MILLIONS OF OTHERS.  
 

HOW HUMANS COULD 
ACCEPT SUCH A SYSTEM 

IS QUITE ‘FANTASTIC’ TO ME.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlJEt2KU33I


The Brazil example is not an exception; when it comes

to such sport events, this is the rule.

 
In Qatar, another tribe on planet Earth, they are

preparing for the 2022 World Cup.  First of all, 2022

seems light years away, considering the fast

evolution of technology and knowledge.   By 2022,

we might well be in a situation where 80% or more

of all jobs have been replaced by robots; the world is

very likely to look quite different from today.

 
Nevertheless, people who are organizing the World

Cup seem to think that the world will never change

and perhaps the World Cup will be hosted in 2354 or

the year 3000, on Mars or other planets.

 
The fabulous thing about this particular World Cup is

how much money (meaning resources and human

labor) these people will use.  For Qatar, it is not $14

billion as in the case of Brazil.  No!  It is $200 billion!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2022_FIFA_World_Cup
https://web.archive.org/web/20170609140739/https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-06-08/saudi-blockade-vexes-qatar-s-200-billion-in-world-cup-projects


IF YOU HAVEN’T NOTICED YET, THE LARGE STRUCTURE IN THIS PICTURE IS NOT

A BIG PILE OF APARTMENTS FOR PEOPLE TO LIVE IN, NOR IS IT A SHELTER IN

CASE OF DISASTERS, OR EVEN A NATURE PARK TO BE ENJOYED BY ALL.   IT’S

JUST ANOTHER STADIUM OUT OF SO MANY MILLIONS IN THE WORLD; A

STADIUM… TO PLAY FOOTBALL THERE ONLY A COUPLE OF TIMES A YEAR.   THE

QATAR TRIBE PLANS TO BUILD 12 SIMILAR RESOURCE AND ENERGY HUNGRY

STRUCTURES BY 2022.



These sums of money are beyond our grasp, but what is even moreThese sums of money are beyond our grasp, but what is even more
painful is that it’s estimated thatpainful is that it’s estimated that

  

1 WORKER DIES EVERY 2 DAYS1 WORKER DIES EVERY 2 DAYS  
WHILE WORKING ON QATAR’S WORLD CUP PREPARATIONS.WHILE WORKING ON QATAR’S WORLD CUP PREPARATIONS.

THAT’S ONE EVERY TWO DAYS! THAT’S ONE EVERY TWO DAYS! 
  

Mostly, they are dying from cardiac arrest caused by the workingMostly, they are dying from cardiac arrest caused by the working
conditions and extreme heat, and some of them are only 28 years old.conditions and extreme heat, and some of them are only 28 years old.

  

IT IS ESTIMATED THAT IT IS ESTIMATED THAT 
BY THE TIME QATAR PUTS ON THE 2022 WORLD CUP, BY THE TIME QATAR PUTS ON THE 2022 WORLD CUP, 

4000 WORKERS WILL HAVE DIED4000 WORKERS WILL HAVE DIED

  

IF THAT IS NOT A FORM OF SLAVERY, IF THAT IS NOT A FORM OF SLAVERY, 

THEN WHAT IS!?THEN WHAT IS!?

https://web.archive.org/web/20170622201417/https://newrepublic.com/article/117818/qatar-2022-world-cup-pace-kill-4000-migrant-workers-says-espn


In addition, since the Qatar
tribe only has about 275,000
tribe members, they had to
‘import slaves’ from other
poor tribes to work on these
World Cup projects. (source)
 
ESPN did an investigation on
this issue and released this
17-minute documentary
about it:

https://vimeo.com/240732323
tio
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https://web.archive.org/web/20170622201417/https://newrepublic.com/article/117818/qatar-2022-world-cup-pace-kill-4000-migrant-workers-says-espn


The Olympic Games, another major sporting event

where humans from many tribes compete for fame and

money (it seems there is nothing else to gain from it),

uses up huge amounts of resources and energy on the

overall construction and logistics, as well as on

organizing and promoting these events.



As an example, the Russian tribe organized the 2014 Winter Olympics at a cost
of $50 billion, while being in the same situation as Brazil when it comes to the
poor people in their tribe.  5 million people are homeless in Russia and many
others are extremely poor.
 
There have been many controversies around this event, such as: “exploitation
of workers engaged in Olympic construction; allegations of the illegal
dumping of construction waste threatening residents' health and safety;
evictions and displacement of residents to make way for Olympic venues;
economic issues; and harassment of environmental and human rights
activists and journalists who criticise Olympic preparations or the
government's anti-LGBT policies” (source).

tio
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_Winter_Olympics
tio
Underline

https://web.archive.org/web/20170706210811/https://www.homelessworldcup.org/homelessness-statistics/
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THIS IS A DOCUMENTARY ON THE
CORRUPTION REGARDING THE 2014

SOCHI OLYMPICS GAMES:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_MBOeqSYVk


YOU CAN ALSO WATCH ABC’S
INVESTIGATION OF THE CORRUPTION

SURROUNDING THE EVENT:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35Z44FfAleo


The examples shown here are just a small sampling.   In almost each case, there
have been tremendous amounts of money spent (resources and energy) and
many controversies around these events: slavery, corruption, human trafficking,
crimes, and more.  It is quite a challenge to provide links to all such cases, but
here are some articles exposing some of the scandals over the years: 1, 2, 3, 4,
5.  You can do your own research on this to gain a stronger sense of how much
human suffering and waste of resources and energy such sporting events bring.
Just use any of the search engines out there in the vast internet to read through
thousands of articles on these issues.
 
Although some may say that these events bring an upgrading to the tribe’s
infrastructure, such as transportation, that is sad even if true, because it implies
that you need such events to bring about such changes.  The reality might not
even be that.  In any case, the stadiums and other facilities
they build for such events frequently end
up in ruin.

The gigantic infrastructures built for the Beijing Olympics, namely the "Bird's Nest", and the

National Aquatics Centre, also known as the "Water Cube", are now used for cultural and

sports events, reminding the world of the flare that blazed during the summer of 2008.

However, some other Beijing Olympic venues, such as the rowing and kayaking centre,

baseball arena and BMX track, have been left either deserted or been completely demolished

A boat sails past a stand and observation tower at the deserted former venue for the 2008

Beijing Olympic Games rowing competition, located on the outskirts of Beijing March 27,

2012. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170717132211/http://www.reuters.com/news/picture/ghosts-of-olympics-past-idUSRTR30UOB
https://web.archive.org/web/20170110080159/http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/297030.stm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2002_Winter_Olympic_bid_scandal
https://web.archive.org/web/20170408122534/https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/sports/soccer/fixed-matches-cast-shadow-over-world-cup.html?_r=0
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606211444/https://www.liveaction.org/news/the-dark-side-of-the-superbowl-human-trafficking-spikes-before-major-sporting-event/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170609011937/https://www.opendemocracy.net/shauna-leven/slavery-and-olympics
tio
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_FIFA_World_Cup_preparations


The deserted and unmaintained former venue for the kayaking competition of the 2008
Beijing Olympic Games, can be seen on the outskirts of Beijing March 27, 2012. 

A boat sails past a stand and observation tower at the deserted former venue for the 2008

Beijing Olympic Games rowing competition, located on the outskirts of Beijing March 27,

2012. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170717132211/http://www.reuters.com/news/picture/ghosts-of-olympics-past-idUSRTR30UOB
https://web.archive.org/web/20170717132211/http://www.reuters.com/news/picture/ghosts-of-olympics-past-idUSRTR30UOB


Today the canoe/kayak slalom course of Athens's 2004 games looks a little like the inside of
the ancient Roman Coliseum: a former home of sea battles that has become a dry ruin.

In large part because of Greece's ongoing economic crisis, many of its 8-year-old Olympic sites
are abandoned. Unruly grasses threaten to reclaim the 4800-seat softball stadium of the
2004 Olympics.

http://www.popularmechanics.com/outdoors/sports/news/12-forgotten-olympic-venues-fallen-into-disrepair#slide-10
http://www.popularmechanics.com/outdoors/sports/news/12-forgotten-olympic-venues-fallen-into-disrepair#slide-11


You don't need to read Italian to understand the current state of the 2006 Turin Olympic
Village. Just look at the wire fence and concrete barriers.

The 2008 Beijing Olympics venue for the beach volleyball competition lies deserted and
unmaintained in central Beijing April 2, 2012. 

http://www.popularmechanics.com/outdoors/sports/news/12-forgotten-olympic-venues-fallen-into-disrepair#slide-12
http://www.popularmechanics.com/outdoors/sports/news/12-forgotten-olympic-venues-fallen-into-disrepair#slide-11


I know that so many people love such events, although
they only participate by observing, but there is too much
evidence that these events bring a lot of damage and
despair to many human beings and that there is a huge
waste of resources and energy.  Moreover, these events
promote nationalism and competition which separates
people.  Tribalism on a planet can only lead to conflicts.
 
The fact is, there have been many leaders and
regulations for such events over the years, and it seems
that there has been no significant change.  This can only
lead us to think that, again, as in other situations we
have presented in past articles, it is not the people or
the laws that are the problem, it is the entire monetary
game we play which leaves room for such situations and
even encourages corruptions, conflicts, and crimes.
 
If people are poor, of course they will accept poor
working conditions to make some money.  They are
desperate.  Of course a team might want to win such
competitions by any means when there is so much
money involved.  However, money is not the only factor
that leads to these harmful situations.  Competition may
also be a problem, although both competition and
money may actually influence each other, as they tend
to go hand-in-hand.
 
There can be sport without competition, and there can
be some sort of what me might call ‘competition’
without tribalism and negative results.  There is even a
book about cooperative games that sounds promising.
 
We will discuss the notions of sports and competition in
more detail in future articles..

tio
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https://www.amazon.com/The-Cooperative-Sports-Games-Book/dp/0394734947


RECOMMENDED DOCUMENTARY FOR THIS ARTICLE:
BRAZIL - IN THE SHADOW OF THE STADIUMS

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.videoneat.com%2Fdocumentaries%2F3408%2Fbrazil-shadow-stadiums&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGR5iUl2VNLS7Zb8Danhbg899lZ2Q
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.videoneat.com%2Fdocumentaries%2F3408%2Fbrazil-shadow-stadiums&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGR5iUl2VNLS7Zb8Danhbg899lZ2Q
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